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SHIPLAP DIY

INTRODUCING SHIPLAP – DIY

W

ith only a
couple of
straightforward
indications and tips
introducing shiplap is
a breeze. In addition
to the fact that it looks
extraordinary, however
it very well may be
an enormous reserve
funds to the main
concern of about any
home DIY venture!
Shiplap can be utilized in
every room of your home.
Kitchen, bathroom, foyer and
dining room you name it.

It is economical, sturdy,
and the best part is that
ultra-simple to introduce,
particularly when contrasted
with drywall.
Introducing Shiplap – The
Secrets To Success

What Is Shiplap?
Genuine shiplap sheets are
wooden sheets that have a
rabbited edge on either side.
When introduced on dividers
or roofs, the sheets cover
each other to frame an in any
event, interlocking bond that
can be watertight when done
accurately.

In spite of the fact that
shiplap has gotten amazingly
well known starting late, it
has been around for quite
a long time. It was utilized
in the numerous southern
states as a solid and cheap
covering for both the
outside and inside of homes.
Preserving the authentic look
of many historical homes.
One of shiplaps best
characteristics is that since
it is wood, it extends and
contracts. This shields it
from breaking, in contrast to
drywall or mortar, which can
frame hairline cracks when
compelled to extend or shrivel.
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Numerous individuals today additionally
use tongue and notch sheets for a similar
impact that shiplap gives.
Once set up – it is difficult to differentiate.
Both work brilliantly, and can be introduced
a similar way.
Here are some brisk tips to make
introducing shiplap in your home a snap!

Introducing Shiplap – The Basics
The Tools
Possibly the best thing of with introducing
shiplap is that it doesn’t require a great
deal of devices to take care of business.
A measuring tape, long level, a nailer, and
either a good jig saw, round observed or
cleave saw is all you need.
You can introduce shiplap by hand nailing
– however it is anything but difficult to
dimple the sheets.
It is well worth spending a little to lease a
nailer and compressor on the off chance
that you don’t claim one.
Instead of nails, you can likewise select
to tighten your sheets. It requires some
investment, however is an incredible
method to protect sheets with a solid
bond.
For introducing standard 3/4” shiplap on
wood studs, utilize 2 and 3/8” surrounding
nails with a cut head.
On the off chance that you will fasten
place, utilize 2 and 1/2” covered star-bit
screws. The star-bits are the best approach
– they never strip and introduce effectively
with an effect driver.
On the off chance that you are introducing
over drywall, include 1/2” length to your
clasp.
5
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Never use adhesive on the
sheets! Since it is wood, you
need it to grow and contract
with the air temperature and
moistness.

Start From The Bottom
When introducing for dividers,
consistently start at the base.
This permits gravity to be a
useful guide as you stir your
way up dividers.
Start in a corner with the
primary board going right
against the edge.
Spot your sheets with the goal
that the rabit on the top can
be seen and is looking out, and
the base rabit is looking down
and resembles a full board.
Utilize a couple wedges
under the board to lift it
legitimately off the floor
around a 1/8 or 1/4 of an inch.
This gives a touch of room for
development of the board, and
allows you to level the board
off the floor.
Most floors are not plumb
or level – so make certain to
utilize the level on your first
board before making sure
about. Trim will cover any hole
when complete.
Nail or screw sheets on each
end and into each other stud
1” up from the base of the
board. You can nail at each
stud in the event that you pick,
however with shiplap, each
other stud keeps the wood
exceptionally secure. Work
your direction right over the
base of the divider.
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The Second Row…
For the subsequent line, stun your lengths
with the goal that the ends don’t coordinate.
This will give an “arbitrary” look to the ends
and makes the task look extraordinary when
complete.
You can put your next board flush, however
most incline toward somewhat of a hole to
give the shiplap. Some utilization coins to give
a hole, however wedges work better.
A couple of wedges put in the middle of
the rabit and the following board give more
surface than a coin to keep the hole. It works
extraordinary to hole genuine shiplap, or
tongue and notch sheets.
When you have the hole set, place the level
7
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on the board, and nail away. Rehash this
procedure as far as possible up the divider.
Make certain to utilize the level each time –
with the little hole, it is anything but difficult
to address if the loads up are off a piece.
When you have one divider complete, move to
the following connecting divider.
Line up the base board so the top is entirely
lined up with the finished divider. Bang the
end board into the finished divider board so
the corners are flush and nail in.
As you stir up the divider, ensure the highest
point of each new block lines with the finished
divider’s relating board. At that point level
the board over, and nail set up. It is quite
straightforward, and once you get its hang, the
venture goes quick!

Completing Looks…
For windows and entryways,
run the shiplap straight up
to the studs. This will make
introducing trim simple and
flush.
Some lean toward the rural
look of the nail dimples left
in, others want to fill the
gaps for a completed look.
We have consistently love the
natural look best. In addition
to the fact that it is a cool
look, it is a lot quicker to not
need to fill gaps!
With respect to cutting out
corners or the top among
dividers and roof – think
about horse hair rope!
Utilizing 1/2” and 3/4” thick
twisted rope to trim between
the roof and dividers. It is an
extremely slick look, and is
quick and cheap to introduce.
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GROUT QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS
Top 21 frequently ask questions about grout.
Most frequent: What’s the best grout
for showers?
Epoxy grout is a better choice for showers,
kitchen, bathrooms, and other damp areas
because it is stain resistant and requires no
sealing, unlike cement-based grout. Epoxy
grout won’t crack, shrink, or discolour, making
it ideal for applying in wet areas, such as
showers. It’s also highly resistant to the harsh
chemicals found in cleaning products. As an
added bonus, unlike traditional cement grout,
9
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epoxy grout does not need to be sealed, due to
its non-porous nature. Epoxy grout is the most
resilient type of grout and is mostly resistant
to mold and stains. Basic cleaning should easily
keep epoxy grout well-maintained, so long
as you don’t use bleach on colored grout. ...
The hardness of epoxy grout makes this very
difficult to remove if you don’t act shortly after
installation.
NOTE: this type grout installation requires a
professional!!!

1. What is the best grout sealer to use in a
shower?
Best Grout Sealer For Shower Floor Of 2020
Name
Rating
Price
Tuff Duck
5/5
Price
Black Diamond
4.5/5
Price
Dupont
4.5/5
Price
Tile Grout Repair Kit
4.5/5
Price
2. Is there a waterproof grout?
It is difficult to believe that some grouts aren't
waterproof! When so often tile is exposed
to moisture—in our kitchens, bathrooms,
floors—most homeowners expect grout to be
waterproof. ... Starlike® tile products grout is a
two part UV rated epoxy mortar, so waterproof
that it can be used to grout pool tiles.
3. How can you tell if grout is sealed?
You can sometimes tell if your tile or grout
have been sealed by spreading a few drops of
water on them. If they darken or change color,
they are probably not sealed.
4. Can water leak through tile grout?
Cracks in grout can be source of water leaks:
The Weekly Fix. If you see stains on the ceiling
below your bathroom, don't assume it's from
a leaking water or drain pipe. ... This tile needs
periodic maintenance; cracks can develop in the
grout between the tiles, allowing moisture to
seep through.
5. Is it really necessary to seal grout?
Yes, not every type of grout needs to be sealed.
... However, before applying epoxy grout,
unsealed tiles such as natural stone surfaces
must be sealed first. Certain types of tile
surfaces, such as non-porcelain ceramic tiles, do
not need to be sealed.
6. How long should grout dry before sealing
it?
Allow new grout to cure for 48 to 72 hours
before sealing.
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Existing grout should be
cleaned and dried before
resealing. Make sure grout
lines aren't cracked, chipped,
or otherwise compromised
before treating with a
sealant. If they are, touch up
grout and wait the requisite
48 to 72 hours before
sealing.
7. Why is the grout in my
shower coming out?
Whether you have shower
tiles coming off the wall,
grout that is molding or
falling out, water intrusion
behind the tile or the shower
itself is leaking, there is
typically one common
cause. That cause is water
penetrating the grout and
infiltrating the tile backing.
11

8. How many coats of
grout sealer is needed?
Two coats
Two coats of sealant are
appropriate for most tiled
walls. Use additional coats
if the grout is still absorbing
sealant or water. Apply
a thin first coat using an
applicator or toothbrush,
wipe away any excess and
then let it dry. The next day,
apply a second thin coat,
remove the excess and wait
for it to dry.
9. Why is my new grout
cracking?
Cracking grout in a newly
tiled floor is a real letdown
after all the work you put
into it. The causes could
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range from a poor grout
mix to a lack of expansion
joints, to movement of the
tiled surface. If the cracking
grout is concentrated in a
floor's walkways, the likely
culprit is floor movement, or
deflection.
10. Can you put new grout
over old grout?
While it's possible to apply
new grout over existing
grout, the results are usually
less than satisfactory. Since
the layer of new grout would
be very thin and vary in
thickness, it may not adhere
well and the old grout could
show through. Removing
grout from a tile floor is not
nearly as difficult as it used
to be.

11. Can you use silicone instead of grout?
Grout is a hardwearing emulsion but should only
be used between joints of the same plane. This
means any corners or bends that your tiles and
fittings encounter should be handled with silicone
instead. This is because grout is not flexible
enough to withstand any structural movement. It is
also not entirely waterproof.
12. Can cracks in shower grout cause leaks?
Cracks in grout can be source of water leaks: The
Weekly Fix. If you see stains on the ceiling below
your bathroom, don't assume it's from a leaking
water or drain pipe. ... This tile needs periodic
maintenance; cracks can develop in the grout
between the tiles, allowing moisture to seep
through.
13. What happens if grout sealer dries on tile?
The sealer doesn't damage the tiles but if it dries
it can make them look ugly--definitely not the look
you were after. As long as you clean it right away
the sealer won't stick to the porcelain.
14. Do you have to remove all the grout when
Regrouting?
You don't need to remove all the grout, or even
most of it, but removing the dirty grout on the
surface gives the new grout something to which to
bond. After all, grout primarily is just cement.
15. What is the best tool to use to remove
grout?
The 5 Best Grout Removal Tools:
Oscillating Tool with a Grout Removal Blade
–

Recommended. An oscillating tool is easy to
learn and is small enough to control while
removing grout. ...
Reciprocating Saw with a Grout Grabber Blade. ...
Rotary Tool with a Grout Removal Accessory. ...
Manual Grout Removal Tools. ...
Angle Grinder.
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16. How do you get grout white again?
To whiten grout, start by spreading a
baking soda and water paste on the
grout. Then, use a stiff-bristled brush to
scrub the paste into the grout before
rinsing it off with warm water. If there are
mildew stains on the grout, spray them
with equal parts water and white vinegar
and let the mixture sit for 5 minutes.
17. Does vinegar remove grout sealer?
Unsealed Grout
Grout that hasn't been sealed or needs
to be resealed should not be cleaned
with vinegar. ... Over time, vinegar will
deteriorate the condition of the grout by
etching or wearing away. If, however, you
have sealed your grout on a regular basis,
the vinegar won't be an issue.
18. What eats away grout?
The chlorine bleach contains free floating
chloride ions. These combine with free
floating hydrogen ions that regularly
appear in water. These two ions combine
to form hydrochloric acid. The acid eats
away at the grout!
19. Is it bad to use bleach on grout?
Using bleach to clean your colored grout
can result in fading of the color, making
it uneven, or even removing the cover if
the bleach isn't handled properly. Using
bleach on colored grout should really
be avoided. Bleach can also weaken the
grout, causing it to crack and crumble.
20. Does baking soda damage grout?
Mix a thin paste of hydrogen peroxide
and baking soda, apply it to the grout,
wait 10 minutes then scrub with a
toothbrush, wiped clean with a damp
cloth. Baking soda is mildly abrasive so it
helps remove the dirt that is stuck in the
porous grout surfaces without causing
any damage.
13
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KERDI QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

Is Kerdi better than cement board?

A

s you can see, KERDIBOARD is easier to lift and
cut versus cement board.
Plus it's warrantied by
Schluter…and that should give you
peace of mind.

Does Kerdi board go over drywall?

Can you Redgard over Kerdi?

Is Kerdi board strong enough?

First Kerdi can be installed on drywall or cement
board. However if installed on drywall it is only
protecting one side. The back side of the drywall
fails and it is just as bad or worse than if it had an
issue on the tile side. All shower/tub areas should
have concrete board (I prefer hardiboard).

No, it won't interfere with the performance
or adversely effect it. RedGuard is not harder
to adhere to. There is no reason to use both
products although it can be easier to use the
RedGuard in corners and niches without the
build up you can get with kerdi.

It has to be pulled straight off or sheared off
up or down. Neither would be strong enough
to pull the kerdi off. A real world test is to build
a test board to simulate your wall conditionDrywall, mortar, Kerdi, mortar, tile, grout.

Do I need a vapor barrier behind Kerdi?

Schluter®-KERDI-FIX is a single component,
waterproof sealing and bonding compound
with a silane-modified polymer base. ...
KERDIBOARD can be adhered with KERDIFIX in various applications, such as countert
ops, partitions, and other building elements.
Bonding KERDI membrane.

Kerdi is the vapor barrier, there is no need for
anything behind it. Kerdi can even be installed
over drywall. Cement board and grout are not
water proof, if there's Kerdi no moisture is
ever going to be able to get behind it.

Is Kerdi fix waterproof?
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How long does Kerdi have to dry?
24 hours
Wait 24 hours after the membrane (i.e.,
Schluter®-KERDI-BAND and Schluter®-KERDI)
installation is complete to allow for the final
set of the mortar and to ensure waterproof
performance of the assembly at seams and
connections before water testing.
Is Kerdi band necessary?
Since the matting is made of waterproof
polypropylene, the only extra step necessary is
to seal the seams and floor/wall connections....
The result is a waterproof installation that
will not suffer damage in the event of an
unexpected water leak.
How long does Kerdi fix take to cure?
Storage
Colour:
Grey/brilliant white
Elongation at failure
approx. 200%
Skinning
about 10 minutes
Curing
3 mm per 24 hours
Permissible total movement about 20 %
What happens if you use modified thinset on
Kerdi?
Modified thinset mortars aren't recommended
for use with Kerdi because they must dry out to
gain strength, whereas the membrane inhibits
drying, which can lead to unpredictable results.
For example, if a shower is used before the
mortar has cured properly, leaks and polymer
leaching can occur.
Can you use Kerdi over plywood?

Can you plaster over Kerdi board?

The Laticrete 255 instructions state it is
suitable for use over exterior grade plywood

If partial areas will not be tiled, you can simply
cover Schlüter-KERDI-BOARD with a spackling
compound or plaster.

Can you use Kerdi board on ceiling?

Can you remove tile from Kerdi membrane?

You can install KERDI-BOARD directly to an
existing ceiling using thin-set mortar, or fasten
directly to the stud frame structure if no ceiling
is currently in place. The KERDI-BOARD will
protect the ceiling from both water and vapor
penetration.

In the worst case, it's OK to cut the Kerdi,
remove the damaged section, scrape up the
thinset from the areas, and set a new piece of
Kerdi. A pain, yes, but the installation won't
suffer performance-wise. Only took 45 minutes
or so to remove the 9 tiles.
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SHOWER MOLD
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

I

t's very common for mold
to be found in bathrooms.
... If you don't dry this
moisture out quickly it can
easily lead to mold growth. On
top of this, when the water
in the bathroom does dry out
it evaporates into the air and
increases the humidity. Steam
from the shower or a hot bath
also makes the bathroom
more humid.

The main chemical in bleach,
sodium hypochlorite, can
kill most types of surface
indoor mold. Bleach works
by killing the mold spores.
In the bathroom, mold and
mildew can return because
of the frequent moisture, so
you should make cleaning
with bleach a regular part of
your household maintenance
routine.

Can you get sick from mold
in the shower?

Is the mold in my shower
dangerous?

All mold, even non-toxic
shower mold, can make you
sick. In fact, non-toxic mold
is more likely to make you
sick, because it's so common.
According to Prevention
magazine, any mold can cause
rashes, headaches, dizziness,
nausea, allergies, asthma
attacks, and serious lung
infections.

Black mold is gross. And
depending on which variety
it is, it could be dangerous.
... This highly toxic mold
should only be removed by a
professional. But, more than
likely, an accumulation of
grossness along your bathtub
or shower tile indicates the
presence of a more generic
bathroom mold.

What kills shower mold?

How do I deep clean my
shower?

Mix a solution of 1 part bleach
to 2 parts water (it doesn't
have to be exactly measured)
Spray the mold affected areas
and let it sit for 5-10 minutes.
The mold may have started
to fade away. Take a course
brush and clean out the plug
hole as much as you can.
Does bleach kill shower
mold?

Is pink mold dangerous?
While no type of pink mold
poses an immediate, serious
threat to your health the
way black mold does, pink
molds can still harm you. Mold
in your house can lead to
respiratory and urinary tract
infections, gastrointestinal
trouble, and even heart
problems.
How do you kill pink mold?

For a deep clean, remove
the shower head from the
wall (for ease of cleaning),
and soak it in a 50/50 white
vinegar and water mixture,
either in a basin or sealed in
a plastic bag. The vinegar will
help to loosen the residues
on the surface (as well as any
clogs inhibiting water flow).

Fill a spray bottle halfway
with white vinegar or chlorine
bleach. Add warm water to
fill it up the rest of the way.
Spray the tile and grout with
the vinegar or bleach spray
and allow it to soak for 10
minutes. Scrub the shower
again with the scrub brush
before rinsing thoroughly
with water.
Is black mold in the shower
dangerous?
Black mold is gross. And
depending on which variety
it is, it could be dangerous.
... This highly toxic mold
should only be removed by a
professional. But, more than
likely, an accumulation of
grossness along your bathtub
or shower tile indicates the
presence of a more generic
bathroom mold.
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How do you get rid of black mold in the
shower?

What should you do if you find black mold?

Mix a solution of 1 part bleach to 2 parts water
(it doesn't have to be exactly measured) Spray
the mold affected areas and let it sit for 5-10
minutes. The mold may have started to fade
away. Take a course brush and clean out the
plug hole as much as you can.

Black mold, as well as any other mold that you
find growing in your home, should be cleaned
immediately. Mold on hard surfaces can be
cleaned with “commercial products, soap and
water, or a bleach solution of no more than
1 cup of bleach in 1 gallon of water,” per the
CDC's recommendation.

How do you detox your body from mold?

How common is toxic black mold?

Cholestyramine and activated charcoal.

According to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, the most common indoor
molds are cladosporium, penicillium, alternaria
and aspergillus. Stachybotrys chartarum, often
called toxic mold, is rare. This heavy, dense,
black mold is most often caused by a long-term
moisture problem.

These toxin binders are the central part of the
military's protocol for mold poisoning. They
adsorb mycotoxins and remove them from your
body. Cholestyramine is particularly effective,
but you'll need a prescription for it. You can get
activated charcoal here.
Is it safe to sleep in a house with mold?
Be Safe, Don't Stay in a Home Infested With
Mold or Mildew. ... Mold can cause serious health
problems, as well as structural damage to a home
when a property has experienced flooding.
Can I remove black mold myself?
Alternatively, you can use a chemical-based
mold and mildew remover, all-purpose cleaners,
bleach or dish soap. Spray the black mold and
let the mixture sit for about 30 minutes to one
hour. Scrub the area with the black mold using
a sponge and the solution of your choice.

17
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How can you tell the difference between
mold and black mold?
A black colored mold has a black pigment
by nature. It is usually associated with being
the toxic kind, but that's not always the case.
Black mold may not be toxic, but it can be an
allergenic. Nigrospora is an example of a black
colored mold.
What does black mold smell like?
Signs of Black Mold
A musty, earthy smell, like dirt and rotting
leaves, is a telltale sign of mold's presence.
Stachybotrys smells especially strong. All
molds need food, water and a dark, stagnant
environment with temperatures that neither
freeze nor boil to grow.

A SIMPLE TWIST

VIRAGE®
T

he twists and flourishes of Old
World wrought iron find bold
new expression in the Virage
Bath Collection by Brizo®.
Combining modern sophistication with
hints of art deco styling, Virage is a
uniquely elegant form that adapts to
almost any environment. Brilliance®
finishes are designed to maintain
a pristine look for life—with no
corroding, tarnishing or discoloration.
This is achieved through a process
known as Physical Vapor Deposition
(PVD), where molecules are embedded
deep into the faucet’s surface to
create a virtually indestructible bond.
This creates a finish that resists
abrasions and discoloration better than
traditional special finishes and, in many
cases, better than chrome.
Tested with over 100 household
cleaners, the abrasion resistance of the
Brilliance® finish can even withstand
repeated scouring with steel wool. A
Brilliance® finish is guaranteed not to
corrode, tarnish or discolor for the life
of the faucet. It can even withstand
prolonged exposure to harsh coastal
environments.
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SPONSERS:
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KING OF RENOVATIONS

EMAIL: JEFFKENNEDY78@GMAIL.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.KENNEDYKITCHENSANDBATHS.COM

706.888.8832
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